
Discover new insights 
from your TRIRIGA data
Let your data tell a story by using an advanced reporting solution 
that integrates directly with TRIRIGA to create simple, intuitive, 
reports in real‑time.

Reporting

Challenges with current 
reporting methods

 – Dynamically changing requirements result in wasted business cycles 
for reporting

 – Reliance on admins for basic reports

 – Must import data into Excel or similar tool for sorting and 
visualization

 – Slow turnaround on reports means missing out on the opportunity to 
act on real‑time data

Enhanced visualization
Evolve from basic visualizations 
to custom reports that give you 
the insights needed to make 
better decisions.

Self-service reporting 
No more knocking on your 
admin’s door to ask for a 
graph showing the status of 
your capital project budgets 
or space utilization.

Live TRIRIGA data
Report directly against your 
operational data. No need to 
download your latest report 
into Excel to dynamically 
group, filter, sort, and 
visualize your data.

On-demand reporting 
The info you need is at your 
fingertips with custom reports 
that are easily produced when 
you need them. 

Visualize the metrics 
that matter most
Imagine what it would be like if reporting on your facilities was 
easy, intuitive, and visually compelling? This is all possible with IBM 
TRIRIGA Reporting. With reporting so user friendly and efficient, you 
can create visualizations around the metrics that matter most to you 
and your organization.

You already have a wealth of data in TRIRIGA around key areas 
like maintenance, capital planning, lease accounting, and/or space 
utilization. Now put it to work by integrating with TRIRIGA Reporting 
to generate operational insights to improve decisions around your 
facilities. All this without the need for exporting into Excel or requesting 
the help of a system admin.

Benefits



How it works
 – Create a new graph or report using an existing TRIRIGA query. 
Manipulate the data to showcase key metrics by combining columns 
to create new ones or filtering to see a subset of data.

 – Access the Graphs and Reports portal to see reports that have been 
created by you or shared with you.

 – Add your most frequently used reports to the Favorites dashboard

Learn more
Visit the IBM Marketplace to schedule a 
consultation and learn more.

ibm.co/tririga
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Technical Requirements
 – Works with TRIRIGA Platform 3.5+

 – Runs in both SaaS and OnPrem environments

 – No additional infrastructure or servers needed

 – Requires TRIRIGA’s UX Framework

 – Integrates within TRIRIGA

 – Data access managed by TRIRIGA’s existing licensing and 
security groups

 – IBM TRIRIGA Reporting does not impact query performance

 – Compatible with all major Internet Browsers

https://www.ibm.com/products/tririga

